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Community
of

Our Lady of Walsingham

Dear friends,
Last month, the community had its annual seven-day silent retreat.
When we spend a lot of time in silence,
we realise how very noisy our own minds
can be. We have so many thoughts;
worries, judgments, thoughts about
trifling matters and thoughts that arise
from our passions. Sometimes we even

feel assailed by unruly thoughts. What
should we do about the troublesome
thoughts that come to our mind? Perhaps
the first stage is to become aware of them.
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East Anglia

Brentwood

Community Days!

Sr Camilla is looking forward
to being part of the pastoral
team at Our Lady’s shrine.

More volunteers at the House
of Prayer means we can do
more outreach.

The community find time to
relax and recharge their
batteries.
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In silence, prayer and reflection, we can
recognize our thoughts and see how some
of them have, in the past, led us down the
wrong path. When we become aware of
this, we become freer to choose whether
or not to follow those thoughts in future.
We might imagine our choice as being
like standing at a cross roads and asking
ourselves which path to take: “Shall I
follow that judgmental thought that just
came to my mind - like I did last time that led to me feeling angry and then
being argumentative with my neighbour?
Or can I make the effort to find an
alternative path, a better thought, one that
leads to a happier destination?”
When we take a wrong turn on a walk, it is
not a waste of time to stop, retrace our
steps and try to find the correct path. So
too, let us value times of stillness and
silence each day and come to know
ourselves and our thoughts better. Each
time we find ourselves following
unhelpful thoughts, we can choose to turn
back and ask the help of the Holy Spirit to
inspire Christ-like thoughts. What might
we think of? St Paul says, “whatever is
true, whatever is honorable, whatever is
right, whatever is pure, whatever is
lovely, whatever is admirable—if
anything is excellent or praiseworthy—
think on these things” (Philippians 4:8).

Cultivating the habit of thinking good
thoughts is a lifetime practice but each
step in the right direction makes the path
a little easier to walk.:
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As Henry David Thoreau says in his book
‘Walking’
"As a single footstep will not make a path
on the earth, so a single thought will not
make a pathway in the mind. To make a
deep physical path, we walk again and
again. To make a deep mental path, we
must think over and over the kind of
thoughts we wish to dominate our lives."
What kind of thoughts do we want to
dominate our lives? Surely ones that lead
to our greater happiness and holiness?
The psalmist tells us,
“How blessed is the man who does not
walk in the counsel of the wicked, nor
stand in the path of sinners, nor sit in the
seat of scoffers! But his delight is in the
law of the LORD, and on His law he
meditates day and night” (Psalm 1:2).
We would do well to become more
familiar with Scripture, spending time
each day to read the Word of God
prayerfully. We could repeat short
passages throughout the day to nourish
our heart, mind and soul. We will
gradually find that the Word of God
becomes ‘a lamp for my feet, a light on my
path’ (Psalm 119:105) and that, with
thoughts centred on Christ, we find new
paths on which to walk.
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East Anglia
Sr Camilla is settling in to
her new home in
Walsingham which is now
her permanent base.
Building work on the new
retreat house in the
village continues.

East Anglia
40th
Anniversary
On the Solemnity of the
Sacred Heart, COLW
travelled up to the
cathedral of St John the
Baptist in Norwich for a
Mass to celebrate the
40th Anniversary of the
foundation of the
diocese of East Anglia.
Arriving early to the
cathedral we had time
to have some quiet
prayer time, as well as
to appreciate the
beautiful architecture of
the cathedral itself. The
liturgy was beautiful, as
befits such as occasion
and we enjoyed
meeting people at the
reception afterwards.

As part of the new
pastoral team Sr Camilla,
together with all of us in

COLW, will be responsible
for developing the
spirituality of the shrine
and transmitting it. In a
nutshell, this is why our
community was brought in
to existence and it’s
exciting to see the part that
we will play in spreading
the spirituality being
realized.

Brentwood
Gradually more volunteers
are coming to help us at
Abbotswick which means
that the community has
more time for outreach. Sr
Theresa and Carina are
able to spend time with the
new women’s prayer
group which has started
meeting monthly at
Abbotswick. They are
planning workshops for a
school vocations day and
the community recently
hosted its first
‘Walsingham Spirituality
Weekend’. We hope to
offer such weekends
several times a year to
help young people learn
more about the spirituality
of Walsingham. This first
one on 17th-19th June was
for young women. We
used Abbotswick as a base
and had a day trip to
Walsingham on the

Saturday. It was so
encouraging to see that
there is a real interest in
Walsingham and the
desire many young people
have for a deep spirituality
that will enrich their faith.
We’ve been out and about
a few times in the last few
months which always gives
us an opportunity to
witness to those we meet
in our travels. Back in
January Carina had a met
student called Alice, who
is a member of the Chemin
Neuf community, which is
associated with the
community of St Anselm
based at Lambeth Palace.
Carina invited Alice to
Abbotswick to have a quiet
space in which to revise
for her exams. Alice in
return invited us to
Lambeth Palace for one of
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their open days. As we came through the
entrance, Archbishop Justin Welby drove
by and he stopped to greet us. We met
members of Chemin Neuf and the
community of St Anslem and were given a
tour of Lambeth Palace.
After tea and cake in the garden of
Lambeth Palace, with it being the feast of
Corpus Christi, we set off to Our Lady of
the Assumption, Warwick Street, where
we took part in an amazing Blessed
Sacrament procession. Oxford Street
stood still as hundreds of us went by.
Nobody seemed to mind that we were
stopping traffic and in fact seemed
incredibly interested in what was going
on (we saw many a smart phone

recording the spectacle). It made us
happy to see people cross themselves or
genuflect as the Blessed Sacrament
passed by. More public witness to our
faith like this can surely only be a good
thing. We were certainly glad to be
involved.

Corpus Christi Procession
Our Lady of the Assumption, Warwick Street to St James, Spanish Place.
Photographs © Copyright by Julian Andrews. Eye R8 Productions Ltd
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Formation
Before Sr Camilla’s
permanent move to
Walsingham it was a case
of fitting in some quality
retreat and formation
days for us all before
entering the busy
summer season.

evangelization’ – helping
to prepare the way to
sharing with them the
Good News of Jesus
Christ. It will take some
time before we can reach
anything like Fr Steven’s
caliber of argument but
he certainly gave us
much inspiration and
food for thought.

In May, Sr Hettie O.Carm.
from Holland led us in a
seven-day retreat on the
Rule of St Albert. Each
day she gave us two
talks. The key points
covered were about the
Carmelite attitude to
work, silence and prayer.
This was a silent retreat
so we had plenty of time
to ponder all that we
were learning.
Shortly after the retreat
we had a five-day course,
‘Introduction to
Philosophy of Religion’
with Fr Steven Billington.
Fr Steven had a great
presentation style and
gave many examples to
demonstrate how
knowledge of philosophy
can help us to engage
with the big questions
that people have such as,
‘Why are we here?’ and
‘What is the meaning of
life?’
If we can engage with
people on this level it can
be a kind of ‘pre-

Community
Days
As some of you might
already know, one
Monday a month is
designated as a
community day. This
gives us an opportunity
to have some extended
quality time together. We
enjoy cultural visits,
watch a film or simply
have a nice walk and a
relaxed meal together.

Our visit to the Victoria
and Albert museum back
in April was good fun and
as you can see from the
photographs we were
happy to participate in
the interactive aspect of
the exhibitions.

After Mass at the nearby
Brompton Oratory, we
were greeted by a young
American family who
were staying in England
for a few months. They
were delighted to meet
some English Sisters and
of course we told them all
about ‘England’s
Nazareth’ and the
spiritualty of
Walsingham. We were so
pleased that they were
able to visit us at
Abbotswick this month
and look forward to
keeping in touch with
them as they head back
to America.

Continued…
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In May, Jim visited us for
a few weeks and one
Sunday evening we all
went to Oxford and
stayed with the Carmelite
s at their retreat centre at
Boars Hill. This gave us
the chance to catch up
with our chaplain Fr Matt
Blake as well meeting the
other Carmelite friars
over supper. On the
Monday, Carina gave us
a tour of Oxford and we
climbed the steps of the
tower of St Mary’s
Church to take in the
view across Oxford.

In the evening we went to
Littlemore. Here we had
the privilege to pray in
the chapel of the house
where Blessed John
Henry Newman once
lived.
rejuvenated by our
beautiful countryside.
This time one of the
highlights was a walk
along Holkham beach.

Finally this June, we have
just enjoyed a wonderful
trip us Walsingham to see
Sr Camilla who is settling
in really well there.
Norfolk is such a beautiful
county and we believe
it’s important even when
we are busy (perhaps
most especially then) to
take a little time out to be
refreshed and

What’s next?
We are looking forward to a summer
of activity Sr Theresa, Sr Gabriela,
Carina and Sr Camilla all taking part
in World Youth Day in Poland (Sr
Camilla was just recently offered a
funded place with Birmingham

Archdiocese – what a wonderful gift!)
We will also be spending a lot of time
up in Walsingham in August as we
welcome some of the big summer
pilgrimage groups to Our Lady’s
shrine. So we are looking forward to
a very full and God-willing gracefilled summer.

With the assurance of our prayers,
Sr Camilla, Sr Gabriela, Sr Theresa, Sr Carolyne, Carina and all the community.

